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inspired by the work of david lynch
The Escalators is an ensemble that sounds and visually presents unlike anything else. Taking
it’s inspiration from the artistic concepts of master filmmaker David Lynch, the Escalators have
developed a unique approach to music making. In creating this work, composer Kynan Robinson
sought to apply Lynchian concepts such as a thorough investigation into normality and an
application of dual narratives involving both the ideas of reality and fantasy, into the sometimes
beautiful, sometimes unsettling music created by the Escalators.
The ensemble collaborates with visual artists Kiron Robinson, Michelle Robinson and lighting
director Annabelle Warmington to create a fully immersive experience that includes set design,
video and ever changing lighting to further highlight the atmosphere created by the music. Together
they have created a show that teeters on the edge of haunting beauty and Lynchian weirdness.
The Escalators have performed at numerous Australian festivals and clubs including Melbourne
Jazz Musica La Mamma, Melbourne Jazz Fringe Festival and Bennetts Lane. They launched their
debut album on March 2010 on Jazzhead. They toured nationally in August 2010 playing to sold out
shows at venues including The Melbourne Recital Centre and The Brisbane Powerhouse.

“The trombone-wielding young Australian leader is
both improvisatory player & meticulous composer, his
music always logical yet often surprising.”Doug Spencer Radio National
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inspired by the work of david lynch
Composer Kynan Robinson states:
“David Lynch is a master filmmaker, director, artist, composer creator of iconic and hugely
influential T.V. series Twin Peaks and films such as Eraserhead, Blue Velvet, and Mulholland Drive.
The atmospheres he generates are of almost inexplicable strangeness, darkness, stillness, beauty,
and humour.
The ideas for this music and subsequent show coincided with a re-watching of Twin Peaks. Parallels
were drawn between the atmospheres that David Lynch constructs within the series, and the
atmosphere that I envisaged creating. Having further investigated his theoretical and conceptual
film making techniques, these approaches were applied to my music, lighting, video and set design.
These concepts include:

“It transports you into an immersive world of
David Lynch.”

Reiff Magazine
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Normality – “Through the act of taking normality to its logical extreme, Lynch reveals how the
bizarre is not opposed to the normal but inherent within it.” Todd Mcgowen.

The escalators consists of some of Melbourne’s most outstanding musicians, including the talents of
turntablist DJ Element who’s sublime skills leave audiences entranced:

Dualism – running apparently opposing ideas right next to each other, whether that be in the form
of dual narratives or something less obvious

Kynan Robinson :: Artistic Director, Composer, Trombone
Marc Hannaford :: Piano
Joe Talia :: Drums
Michael Meagher :: Bass
Lawrence Folvig :: Guitar
Pat Thiel :: Trumpet
DJ Element :: Turntables and Samples
Kiron Robinson :: Visual Artist
Michelle Robinson :: Visual Artist
Annabelle Warmington :: Lighting Designer

Stasis – playing with the notion of clocktime, presenting ideas that aren’t linear in nature
Memory - Our memories become our truth. Memory decays and truth decays. Displaced memories
become new memories, another man’s memories become your own. As with stratification,
memories operate on multiple layers revealing ever shifting foundations the deeper one explores.
Memories can destroy, incapacitate, horrify, transform, inspire. They are all powerful and can have
all power removed. To quote from Blue Velvet, “It’s a very strange world.”

Program
1. Log Lady
2. Uncle Bob
3. Blue Fire
4. James: Boy on a Motorcycle
5. The great Northern
6. Josie
Running Time 1.30

“The music is totally absorbing and unexpectedly restful, despite it’s mood of mystery, dark portents and events unfolding.
The composer, Kynan Robinson has created a well integrated journey into sound. Horns give a sense of space and
signiﬁcance, while DJ element adds snippets of voice and bird calls that are not out of place. This is a surreal body of work
4 stars – The Herald Sun
worth unwrapping.”
3
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b.1972 BA. (Swinburne University) B. Mus. (V.C.A.) Grad. Dip. Ed. (Melbourne University)
Masters in Music (QUT)

Fringe Festival, Edinburgh Festival; and by associations including MJCop SIMA, MRC, Brisbane
Powerhouse and La Mamma Musica.

Kynan is one of Australia’s most in demand musicians (trombone) who has recorded, performed
and toured with numerous artists including ARIA award winning CW Stoneking, Skazz, The
Adam Simmon’s Toy Band, Peter Knight’s ‘5plus2’, Mr Savona, Adrian Sherriff’s ‘Oynsemble
Melbourne’ and Bone Clan, Ronnie Ferrella’s ‘Broad Band’, Barny Mcall, Erik Griswald, Ted
Vining, Brian Brown, The Tim Stevans Quintet, Antboy, Big Fela, Bucketrider, Steve Purcells
Pearly Shells, Anita Hustas Ensemble, Machine Translations, Labjacd, Kelsey James, 10000 Killed
in Chile and the Chipolatas.

Kynan has scored the music to 6 short films and has collaborated in numerous cross arts projects
with visual artists including Kiron Robinson, Narinda Reevers, Dave Macleod, and theatre artists
One Step At a Time Like This.

As a composer and band leader, he has been most active in Melbourne leading numerous ensembles
including En Rusk and Des Peres. En Rusk has recorded two albums and Des Peres has recorded
three albums. All albums received significant airplay and media reviews. In 2007 he formed his
latest ensemble, The Escalators, a band who’s music investigates the work of master filmmaker
David Lynch. The Escalators Debut album “Wrapped in Plastic was released in 2010. Des Peres and
En Rusk have both toured nationally and internationally many times.

He has been featured many times in newspapers and magazines and on both radio and T.V. Kynan
also runs his own record label House of Pow Records. He is also a highly regarded educator
working as Head of Music and ICT Coordinator for N.F.P.S. and lecturer in Composition, Harmony
and Musical Analysis at Victoria University.
Kynan was a member for Arts Victoria’s Presentation and Promotion panel in 2005/6 and Peer
Assessor for Australia Council For The Arts 2006.

His compositions have been presented at festivals including Wangarratta Jazz Festival, Melbourne
Jazz Fringe Festival, Bang the can Festival, Pyramid Rock Festival, Melbourne Festival, Adelaide

“ Kynan Robinson, trombonist, composer, and band leader, typiﬁes players who are making brilliant and original music,
which can loosely be deﬁned as a new Melbourne sound. Their music features solos, but puts as much emphasis on
ensemble playing. For writing inspiration, they are as likely to look to European, classical, and other sources, as they are
to jazz immortals. Ironically, these attributes ﬁnd them sharing a philosophical approach -- if not musical speciﬁcs -- with
The Herald Sun
the likes of Charles Mingus and Duke Ellington. ”
5
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discography:

remixes:
Machine Translations (Spunk)

As Leader
En Rusk (Newmarket Music) 2001
En Rusk - 1000 Wide (Newmarket Music) 2003
Old Des Peres – Preserved (Flict/Shock) 2003
Des Peres – Ace Doubt (Flict/MGM) 2005
Des Peres – The Adventures of Cowboy and Miniman
(House of Pow/Amphead)
The Escalators – Wrapped In Plastic (House of Pow/
Jazzhead) 2010

Film Scores:
The Only Person in the World – Ben Chessell
3 Weeks in Koh Samui - Alistair Reid
From The Top – Alistair Reid
Is God a DJ – Ben Chessell

Installatons:
Double Venturi – Collaborative composition with Garth Paine 2001
The Slow Burn – Collaborative composition with Erik Griswold 2004
En Route 2010 – Collaborative Project with One Step At A Time Like This - awarded best live art
Melbourne Festival, best Theater Production Adelaide Fringe, Green Room Award for Adelaide
Festival

Contributions Towards
Adam Simmons Toy Band – Happy Jacket
Melbourne Acid Techno (Dark Matter Records)
Sample Synthesis 4 and 5 (Clan Analogue Records)
Matt Fagan
Malone – This is it (Cavalier Music)
The Mavis’s – Throwing Little Stones (FMR)
Peter Knights 5 + 2 – Invisible Cities (Rufus)
CW Stoneking – Jungle Blues (King Hokum)
Skazz – The Smoking Gun
Labjacd – Words Out
Jen Cloher – Hidden Hands
Artwork from the recent Escalators CD release

“Melbourne’s Kynan Robinson is well known for his contributions to bands such as CW Stoneking, The Primitive Horn
Orchestra and more, yet it’s his work as The Escalators which truly pushes boundaries; calling on all his talent and daring
to fuse auditory and visual aspects in a truly engrossing live show.”
3D World
7
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performance history:

grants and awards:
Australia Council promotion and presentation (En Rusk Recording) 2004
Australia Council new works (concert length composition for prepared piano and ensemble) 2004
Arts Victoria Music For The Future (En Rusk Recording) 2004
Arts Victoria Music For The Future (Old Des Peres Recording) 2004
Arts Victoria Music For The Future Touring (Old Des Peres) 2004
D.C.I.T.A Touring Grant (Old Des Peres) 2004

Leader
En Rusk 2000 - present
Des Peres 2001 - present
The Electricians 2004
Escargone 2002
Hard Hat 2003
The Escalators 2007 -present
Collider 2007 - present
Sideman
CW Stoneking
Bucketrider
Adam Simmons Toy Band
Skazz
Peter Knights 5+2
Kate Neil Ensemble
Big Fela
Barney Macall
Tim Stevans Quintet

Tours

Anita Hustas Music for the Trees
Descarga Total		
Adrian Sherriff’s Oynsemble Melbourne
Bone Clan
Erik Griswald
Wes Snellings Trash Project
Bombay Royal
Public Opinion Afro Orchestra
MSO

Numerous national and international tours with CW Stoneking
National tour with The Escalators
National tours with Des Peres
National tours with En Rusk
International tour with Des Peres
International tours with Honky Trash including Glastonbury, St Donnetts and Edinburgh Festivals
and throughout Asia with Skazz
Performances at many major festivals around Australia and internationally

“Robinson’s group, the Escalators, is an eight-piece avant garde jazz ensemble that includes a DJ manning turntables and
sampling. What else sets them apart are live shows where their slowly evolving, sometimes disturbing and opaque music
is married to set designs and ﬁlm that play in a similar sandbox of mood, repetition, beauty and what they like to call
Sydney Morning Herald
Lynchian weirdness.”
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Inspired by the baron of the bizarre
August 4, 2010

Banal and bizarre . . . the Escalators' leader, Kynan Robinson.

Avante garde jazz group the Escalators get their lift from filmmaker David Lynch, writes
Bernard Zuel.
Kynan Robinson found a kindred spirit in the filmmaker David Lynch. The Melbourne musician,
Inspired by the baron of the bizarre
Page 2 of 2
who has played jazz, electronic and between-the-wars blues, and the American creator of bizarre
and beautiful films such as Eraserhead, Blue Velvet and Mulholland Drive and the TV series Twin
Peaks have never met, but they have similar structures, obsessions and a thing for bacon.
In Lynch's world the banal and the bizarre co-exist, making true the observation that there is
Robinson's group, the Escalators, is an eight-piece avant garde jazz ensemble that includes a DJ
nothing more odd than the "normal" way people behave.
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''For me Lynch is someone who really investigates the idea of normal, starting with the cliches but
working with the ideas of memory. So those are the three big things in regards to Lynch [and
going down into it so thoroughly that it starts to become abnormal," Robinson says. "I would apply
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Publication: Sydney Morning Herlad
Date: 4/8/10
Region: Sydney
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quite ambiguous or it's very, very simple, very slowly moving, in a way like moving
paintings."
Smells like teen spirit. Or bacon.
Rather than moving pictures, Byron Bay musician Gyan three years ago toured with the
The Escalators play at the Sound Lounge, Seymour Centre, on Friday.
Melbourne cartoonist and commentator Michael Leunig, who sat at a desk set up within the semicircle of the band on stage and his drawings, inspired by the music played around him, were
projected onto a screen. "I don't want to shove that meaning or fix that meaning but to be
abstract, to have vision, it can take you deeper with the music,'' Gyan says. ''Sometimes I like to
throw some imagery behind because to have your senses all met can be brilliant."
Speaking of all senses, the Lynch-Robinson bond extends to the olfactory. "I reckon there are
certain scents that are associated with David Lynch, too. Fried bacon is a really strong
association with Twin Peaks," Robinson explains. "If you release that into the audience it will do
something. We are trying to create an atmosphere within the space where we control everything
in the space we perform in. You're not just getting onstage and playing music but the visual thing,
the scent thing, the lighting that we've designed, also work under the same rule structure for the
same aim."
Smells like teen spirit. Or bacon.

Publication: Courier Mail
Date: 05/08/10
Region: Brisbane
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The Escalators
WRAPPED IN PLASTIC
By Michael Patane
I genuinely love this album!
It’s the perfect thing to
put on and get lost. It
exists as a backdrop to
whatever you may be doing
at the time and I believe
that it is not an album that
“demands” you to listen
to it. This album is the
sort of thing you put on the
stereo and walk away from and
subliminally enter your ears.
This is not your usual
four piece band and it is
definitely not Dixieland Jazz
or a Big Band with a swinging
feeling, the jazz on this
album is loose...way loose.
With every track featuring
experimental sounds it is
more of a soundscape with
things that may be assumed
to be closing doors, church
bells and even a tennis
match. The tracks on the
album seem to unify unrelated
elements and do it with
such ease that they work
beautifully together. It is
so raw and unpredictable;
each sound exists only to
compliment the other.

Each track features a
trumpet and a steady drum
beat, even the occasional
key or two from the piano,
not to mention rhythms
that epitomise jazz for the
improvisational genre that
it is.
Track 4 - ‘James Boy On a
Motorcycle’, is the stand
out track for me because it
is totally different from
the rest, mainly because of
the heavily distorted guitar
reminiscent of a Neil Young
jam session. Track 3 - ‘Blue
Fire’ is probably the most
upbeat track however if
you’re into something more
experimental and chilled then
I recommend tracks 1,2,5
or 6.
Overall great album, 5 out
of 5 from me, I thoroughly
enjoyed it!

Publication: The Herald Sun
Date: 18/04/10
Region: Melbourne

MUSIC

A must listen for people
interested in contemporary/
experimental jazz.

Publication: The Age
Date: 16/04/10
Region: Melbourne
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FANS of Davd Lynch are in for a
treat tonight at the Northcote Uniting
Church, where the Escalators are
launching their album, Wrapped in
Plastic. As you might have guessed,
it’s inspired by the work of the
iconoclastic director with new music
composed by Kynan Robinson
(pictured) to be accompanied by
typically Lynchian visuals.
WHEN: 7.30 today. 251 High Street,
Northcote. Tickets $15/$10.
jazzhead.com
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TOUGH day at work with a
longer day to follow, cold Friday
night, early concert at the
Melbourne Recital Centre, but
in the Salon, so the centre’s
escalators were not necessary
for access. Much more light
in the room than when I last
heard The Escalators live at
Northcote Uniting Church in
April, also on a Friday night. And
this time DJ Element (Edryan
Hakim) was veiled in an elegant,
domed cubicle lightly clad with
muslin, so that his movements
— required to adjust some
audio equipment at floor level —
were less obvious. Though the
domed structure seemed more
appropriate to a wedding party
than a DJ, I recalled how DJ
Element’s busy activity had been
a little distracting at Northcote.

Publication: The Age
Date: 02/08/10
Region: Melbourne
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THE ESCALATORS
at Melbourne Recital Centre

Publication: Ausjazz Blog
Date: 01/08/10
Region: Melbourne

It was a long set, running from
shortly after 6.30pm until almost
8pm. The Escalators played
the pieces from the album
Wrapped In Plastic in order,
beginning with Log Lady (about
25 minutes) and segueing
into the brief Uncle Bob, then
Blue Fire, James Boy On A
Motorcycle, The Great Northern
and the brief finale, Josie. Most,
if not all, of these titles are
references to filmmaker David
Lynch’s Twin Peaks, though
composer Robinson has said
he did not mean the music to be
specifically related to Lynch’s
work. Rather, he “sought to
imply concepts such as an
investigation into normality as
well as an application of dual
narratives involving both the
ideas of reality and fantasy
into the sometimes beautiful,
sometimes unsettling music

played by the Escalators”.
To complete the scene, which
was created by visual artists
Kiron and Michelle Robinson (is
there a Swiss family reference
here?) and lighting designer
Annabelle Warmington, images
were projected on to a main
screen above DJ Element’s
enclosure, on to the surface
of Talia’s kick drum and on to
the right-hand side wall. These
were repeated during the
performance, so it was easy
to catch them if you could see
the screens. I always find that
a passing glance at the images
is enough for me, because it
seems unnecessarily restrictive
to try to relate an image or
image sequence directly to the
music, and I often want to close
my eyes and just let myself
become totally immersed in it.
That also applies in situations
in which I am not immediately
aware of how a sound is being
created. I’d rather not let my
mind wander to wonder about
that.
I also noticed how I began to
look for those brief and simple
horn interventions, which
added a sense of space and of
reverence. I came to depend
on them arriving and passing at
intervals, and I thought about
how easily the mind can be
led into such expectations and
carried along by patterns, even
if the intervals between repeated
themes are quite long.
DJ Element’s contributions
were sharper and a little louder
than in the album mix, but they
always seemed to mesh with

what the others played. I’m not
sure where the samples were
from, though possibly from Twin
Peaks, but it did not seem to
matter. I don’t think we were
meant to look for some sort of
hidden meaning in the snippets
or in the glimpses of visual
imagery. To me, the benefit of
this Escalators concert lay in its
ability to carry us away into our
own landscapes of the mind,
and its ability to free us from any
requirement to find any specific
meanings.
I am not doing any sort of job
here of describing the processes
going on in terms of changes to
rhythm, tempo, chord changes,
dynamics or harmonies. But I
don’t think that is needed. Each
musician played their parts. I
appreciated in particular the
horn interventions, including
some free work by Pat Thiel,
the standout drum work by Joe
Talia, the DJ obviously in his
element, and Lawrence Folvig’s
exquisitely delicate guitar work.
Was I wrapped in plastic? Well,
I was rapt and the gig was
fantastic.
To make it more like a review,
I have to say that I did feel the
compelling tension was lost a
little during part of The Great
Northern. Perhaps it was just
me, or maybe the performance
was a little long in one sitting.
I will be posting some more
images from the concert.
ROGER MITCHELL
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